Bluetooth Mini Speaker

Respectful users:
Thank you for purchasing our Bluetooth Mini speaker. In order to operate it correctly, please read this user manual carefully before using it.

※ Keep speaker away from water and moisture, do not get it wet.
※ Keep speaker away from any heat source.
※ Please adjust to a suitable volume to avoid damaging your speaker.

Functions Introduction
- Built-in Bluetooth 2.1+EDR wireless module
- Bluetooth audio sound, perfect sound quality and bass effect
- 10M Bluetooth transmission distance
- Support iPhone, iPad and other devices with Bluetooth function
- Bluetooth hands-free function, answer call easily
- FM Radio function
- Support TF card
- Bluetooth music controlling functions
- Built-in li-ion battery, with micro USB interface
- 3.5 audio input jack
- All functions are based on touching operation on the speaker

Quickly know the functions well
1. Turn on Bluetooth Speaker:

2. Turn on the power switch, indicator light will be blue, it indicates that the speaker is re-connecting the Bluetooth equipment matched on the last time. If the indicator light flashes quickly, indicates that it is searching new Bluetooth equipment.

3. Turn on Bluetooth equipment to search and connect. For first time use, please enter password "0000" (high versions may not requires password, will connect directly). When well connected, the indicator light will flash slowly and have indicating sound.

Technical Parameters
- Rated Impedance: 4 Ohm
- Rated Power: 2x3W
- Rated Voltage: DC 5V
- SNR: ≥50dB
- Sensitivity: 800mV
- Distortion: ≤10%
- Power supply: USB DC 5V Built-in Li-ion battery

Weight: 327g
Loud speaker: 1.6 inches
Aux in: 3.5 mm audio jack
RMS: 1.5Wx2
Frequency scope: 180Hz-16KHz
Size: 128x95x56mm

Items list
- Speaker, USB cable, manual, 3.5mm audio cable
3. FM Radio
Touch the key "‖‖/‖" for two seconds more to switch to FM mode, shortly touch key "‖‖‖/‖" for mute, touch key "‖‖" or "‖‖‖" to search and storage channels automatically, shortly touch key "‖‖" or "‖‖‖" to switch previous or next channel, the green light flashes during searching state, it will be in long green light when play channel in the normal state. Adjust volume by touching key "+" and "-".

4. TF Card
Inserting TF card, it will automatically switch to music play mode and and play music(support MP3/WAV/WMA), the green light flashes slowly in the normal play mode, touching key "‖‖‖/‖" for pause or play, the green light flashes quickly under pause state. Shortly touching key "‖‖" or "‖‖‖" can switch to previous or next song. Adjust volume by touching key "+" and "-".

5. LINE IN
Inserting 3.5mm audio cable, touching key "‖‖‖/‖" to switch to LINE IN mode, under this state, keys "‖‖" and "‖‖‖" are not available, adjust volume by touching key "+" and "-", shortly touching key "‖‖‖/‖" for mute or play.

Solutions for common questions
1. Bluetooth can not connect to device
Please confirm the bluetooth is under searching status, bluetooth equipment of connected device has already turned on

2. No sound
Please check if the volume switch turned off, please also check input of the connected device is Bluetooth and Bluetooth input volume if common

3. Bluetooth can not be turned on
Please charge the speaker

Attentions:
- When the power is weak, it will have "tinkle" warning sound in every 20 seconds, please charge it in time
- When the battery built-in speaker is totally used up, it will enter to protection state, at this time, it can work under charging.
- When do not use speaker, please push the button switch to "OFF", in case to power consumption.